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Mediabrands is a group of 13,000 media and marketing specialists in over 130 countries on a mission 
to ensure their clients win in the marketplace. Through its portfolio of brands, and culture of 
collaboration, the rm offers the media and marketing capabilities it takes to invest smarter and grow 
its client’s businesses now and in the future.

At the Mediabrands office in London’s Old Bailey, Style worked with MCM Architects and contractor, 
8 Build, to create a exible meeting room next to a large community and circulation space.

Choosing a Choosing a Dorma Huppe Variex glass moveable wall, the meeting room can be divided from the rest 
of the space with ease whilst retaining visibility and an open plan feel.

With a 52dB acoustic rating, meetings can be hosted without outside interference and the inclusion 
of the two fully glazed pass doors enable the moveable wall to remain in place for extended periods 
creating a more permanent meeting room.

“We are seeing very strong demand for glazed moveable wall systems,” said Julian Sargent, Style’s group 
managing director, “because companies are looking to enjoy adaptable office space whilst retaining that 
open plan open plan working environment.

“At Mediabrands, the black painted frames on this moveable wall complement the interior design of the 
room perfectly, and the semi-automatic operation of this Dorma Huppe moveable wall makes it simple 
to open and close, with the acoustic seals being applied to the perfect pressure each time.”

Style is the UK’s exclusive partner to Dorma Huppe, Skyfold and SWG offering a broad portfolio of solid 
and glass moveable walls for all requirements and budgets.

Its glass operable wall range offers acoustic and non-acoustic systems for a wide range of market 
sesectors – including corporate, hospitality, education, healthcare, religion, local authority, retail, 
sports arenas, airports and high rise city centre winter gardens.
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